Motivation: Characterization of the restricted nature of the protein local conformational space has remained a challenge, thereby necessitating a computationally expensive conformational search in protein modeling. Moreover, due to the lack of unilateral structural descriptors, conventional data-mining techniques such as clustering and classification have not been applied in protein structure analysis.
Introduction
Local conformations in protein structure have typically been subjected to three-way classification; helix, strand and loop. Helices and strands are characterized by regularity in their backbone torsion angles while loops can potentially occupy a vast conformational continuum (Richardson, 1981) . The Ramchandran plot was the first step in demarcating the feasible and infeasible regions of the conformational space even for loops (Ramchandran, 1963 ).
Subsequently, it was shown that loop regions are comprised of repeating canonical structures (Milner-White, 1986; Sibanda and Thornton, 1985) . More recently, loops have been systematically classified using automated procedures based on structural similarity (Oliva, et al., 1997; Wintjens, et al., 1996) . Loop classification has important implications in interpreting the electron density maps (Sibanda, et al., 1989) and in protein structure modeling (Bystroff, et al., 2000) .
The question of "whether the protein local conformational space is restricted" has been addressed more directly by Sims et al (Sims, et al., 2005) . They describe the backbone structure of an n-mer peptide by a set of 2n dihedral angles (i.e. the and angles). Dimension reduction and visualization of this conformational space on a two-dimensional or a threedimensional plot shows clusters corresponding to the canonical classes of local conformation. As we have previously discussed (Tendulkar, et al., 2004; Tendulkar, et al., 2003) , dihedral angles are related to the volume of the tetrahedron traced by the four atoms and therefore are third order geometric invariants, which are highly sensitive to minor geometric perturbations. Thus, minor errors in assigning the atom positions can cause large errors in dihedral angles. Moreover, dimension reduction techniques such as "principal component analysis" are not applicable to the data vector consisting of and angles due to the angular identity of 0˚ and 360˚.
The current work is an attempt to provide a systematic framework for the analysis of protein structures using geometric invariant theory. Geometric invariant theory is a wellestablished field in its own right (Mumford, 1994; Weyl, 1939) with many applications in diverse areas (Assadi, et al., 2001; Hruska, 2005) . Previously we described a fine-grain clustering of local structures by mapping in the geometric invariant (GI) space (Tendulkar, et al., 2004) . Our results had shown that the local structures are biased in favor of a finite number of conformations. Here we present visualization of the "allowed" local conformational space by using geometric invariant theory. We address the following key issues in this paper: (i) Visualization of the allowed regions in the conformational continuum; (ii) Correspondence between the dense regions in the conformational space and known conformational classes such as -helix, -strand, -hairpin, etc; and (iii) Interpretation of the localization of the known conformational classes in the space spanned by the first four PC's 2. Methods:
The dataset of local conformations and computation of geometric invariants:
The local conformations were drawn from the ASTRAL_95 dataset, version 1.67 (Brenner, et al., 2000) , resulting in approximately 1.7 x 10 6 overlapping octapeptide fragments.
We use only the C atoms as an approximate representation of the backbone geometry (Oldfield and Hubbard, 1994; Tendulkar, et al., 2004) . The geometric invariants were computed from the x, y, z co-ordinates of the octapeptides. Geometric invariant is a quantity that remains unchanged under a set of transformations such as rotation and translation. The procedure for selection and computation of the geometric invariants of octapeptide structures has been described earlier (Tendulkar, et al., 2004; Tendulkar, et al., 2003) . The specific set of nonredundant geometric invariants that we use to describe an octapeptide backbone structure is listed in legend to Fig 4. The sensitivity of a geometric invariant g i to a perturbation in geometry l j can be nominally represented as g i / l j . Based on the sensitivity to perturbation in geometry, the GI's can be grouped into three classes: (i) First order invariants such as edge and perimeter, (ii) second order invariants such as surface area, and (iii) third order invariants such as volume. Of the 29 GI's used in this work, 15 are first order, 6 are second order and 7 are third order geometric invariants.
Principal Component Analysis:
Algebraically, principal components are particular linear combinations of the p random variables X 1 , X 2 , . . ., X p , and depend solely on the covariance matrix of X 1 , X 2 , . 
Clustering of peptide structures:
The octapeptide structures were clustered in a space spanned by the first five principal components using a standard K-means clustering algorithm with K=150 (Matlab, Mathworks
Inc., USA). The cluster indices were assigned in the descending order of the cluster size. The cluster centroids were mapped on the conditional bi-variate distribution.to assign the separate cluster indices to the peaks visible in the plots ( Figure 5 ).
Results:

Univariate marginal distributions of the geometric invariant values:
The geometric invariants can be used to distinguish between the broad secondary structural categories, as can be seen from the marginal univariate distributions for the 8 categories of geometric invariants (Fig 1) . The distance related GI's-which include edges and perimeters-clearly separate the compact structures such as -helices from the extended structures such as -strands (Fig 1A-1E 1, 3, 5, 7 show multiple modes (Fig 1B-1E) . Each of these distriubutions shows a sharp peak for -helices in the negative region and a broad peak for - The value of volume of the tetrahedron 1,2,3,4 is related to the angle between the adjacent planes, with each plane made by the consecutive C atoms. This angle has been previously referred to as a pseudo-dihederal angle (Oldfield and Hubbard, 1994) . The sign of the volume can be used to distinguish between a right-handed system and a left-handed one. For example, the tetrahedron 1,2,3,4 of a right-handed -helix makes a right-handed system and leads to a positive value for the volume ( Figure 2 ). A -strand makes a left-handed to nearly co-planar system and gives rise to a small negative value for the volume. The distribution of values of the volume of tetrahedron 1,2,3,4 captures this effectively with a sharp peak around +1.0 for helices and two broad peaks around -0.8 and -1.5 ( Figure 1G ). Of these, the peak around -0.8 corresponds to -strands. In contrast to the tetrahedron 1,2,3,4 , the tetrahedron 1,3,5,7 of a righthanded -helix makes a left-handed system while the -strand makes a nearly co-planar system (Fig 2) . Thus, the distribution of values of the volume of tetrahedron 1,3,5,7 shows a sharp peak in the negative region corresponding to the -helices and a peak near 0.0 corresponding to -strands ( Fig 1H) . With the volume of tetrahedron 1,2,3,4 and tetrahedron 1,3,5,7 together, we are able to distinguish between the right-handed and left-handed systems in the local conformations.
Interpretation of contributions of geometric invariants to principal components and location of conformations in PC-space
It was of interest to analyze the separation of different conformations on individual principal components. To that end, we examined the univariate probability distributions of the first four PCs (Fig 3) . Note that the separation between the various structural conformations on individual PC's is a result of the contributions from different geometric invariants to the corresponding PC. In the eigenvector e i = [ e 1,i , …, e k,i , …, e p,i ], the magnitude of e k i measures the importance of the k th GI to the i th PC irrespective of the other GIs. Here we provide the analysis of separation of the conformations on individual PCs in light of the corresponding eigenvectors.
The first principal component (PC 1 ) explains 51.38% of the variance in the data. The distribution of PC 1 values shows a multimodal distribution with maximum separation betweenhelices and -strands. The sharp peak around +5.5 corresponds to helices, while the broad peak around -5.2 corresponds to -strands ( Fig 3A) . The eigenvector for PC 1 shows positive weights for volumes and negative weights for the other geometric invariants. The highest negative weights were observed for perimeters of triangle 1, 5, 8 , tetrahedron 1,3,5,7 and tetrahedron 2,4,6,8 , followed by that of tetrahedron 3, 4, 5, 6 (Fig 4A) . Thus, larger weights are observed for tetrahedra that span the entire length of the peptide, and the tetrahedron that spans the middle portion of the peptide. Among volumes, larger weights were observed for the volume of the central tetrahedron, i.e., tetrahedron 3, 4, 5, 6 . The length-related invariants have a large positive value for extended structures such as -strands and a large negative value for compact structures such as helices (Fig 1A-1E ). On the other hand, the volumes of tetrahedra traced by consecutive C atoms have a positive value for right-handed -helices and a negative or zero value for lefthanded and planar structures such as -strands and loops (Fig 1G) . 4,5,6 , 4,5,6,7 , 1,3,5,7 and 2,4,6,8 (Fig 4C) . Thus, diverging turns are expected to take a large positive value on PC3 while extended structures are expected to take a large negative value. PC 4 explains 5.43% of the variance in the data. The PC 4 values mostly show a bimodal distribution with a sharp peak around 0.0 corresponding to the -helix and the broad peak around -0.5 corresponding to the -strand (Fig 3D) . Thus PC 4 provides some separation between these two regular structures. PC 4 is a weighted sum of length-related (Fig 4D) . Thus, extended structures are expected to take large negative values on PC 4 while loops are expected to take positive values. The interpretation of the contributions to the fifth and subsequent PC's is complicated.
Visualization of the conformational space as conditional bi-variate plots in PC-space
Our goal is to visualize the allowed and disallowed regions in the local conformational space spanned by the first four PC's. Direct visualization of the probability distribution in four dimensions is of course infeasible; we have therefore chosen to visualize the allowed conformational space in the form of conditional bi-variate plots as shown in Fig 5. Note that PCA provides orthogonal but non-independent basis, which allows us to capture the distribution of peptide conformations in the form of conditional probability distribution plots. Observe that the plots show regions with relatively high density and regions that are either empty or sparsely populated ( Figure 5 ). These two types of regions correspond respectively to the preferred conformations and the disallowed conformations. We clustered the data in the PC-space with a K-means clustering algorithm ( K=150), with members of a cluster representing geometrically similar octapetide structures. Note that the closeness of two peptides in the geometric invariant space is sufficient to guarantee that the peptides are superimposable, without having to compute the superimposing transformation (Tendulkar, et al., 2004) . Further, we verified that this holds true in the reduced-dimensional PC-space. We found a one-to-one correspondence between the peaks in the conditional bivariate plots and the clusters obtained by K-means clustering.
The peaks vary substantially in terms of their height and sharpness ( Figure 5) .
A peak represents a preferred conformation while the volume under the peak is proportional to the number of octapeptide fragments taking up this preferred conformation. The breadth of a given peak along the first two PC's is a measure of tolerance for structural perturbation around the preferred conformation. The peaks are well separated in some bivariate distributions such as figs. 5I-K and figs 5M-O, and not so well separated in others. The panels corresponding to well-separated peaks mainly consist of regular secondary structures such as -helix, -strand and their variants, with perturbations on either ends of the octapeptide.
Location of Regular secondary structures and their variants in the PC-space
The largest peak (peak index 1) corresponds to the right-handed -helix (Fig 5I) while the third largest peak (peak 3) corresponds to -strand structures (Fig 5M) . The peak for thehelix structures is much sharper than that for -strands (Fig 5I and 5M) . A wider spread along PC 1 and PC 2 for the -strand peak implies a greater tolerance of -strands for structural perturbations. Variants of the -helix and the -strand are concentrated in bivariate distributions of Figs. 5J, 5N and 5O, with a few additional examples found in Figs. 5B, 5E and 5F. This is a result of a small perturbation in the structure, which produces different values in the third and fourth PC's. It is interesting to note that the differences in the geometry of the perturbed region give rise to differences in the peak locations. For example, peak 4 ( Fig. 5N) corresponds to a helix with a loop in the N-terminus region. Peak 4 shows a shift in all four PC's in comparison to peak 1, the peak for a regular -helix. Specifically, for peak 4 (Fig 5N ) , the PC 1 value is smaller than that for peak 1, indicating reduced compactness, while the PC 2 value is positive compared to a zero value for peak 1, indicating a deviation from regularity in the N-terminus region. Peak 12 (Fig 5O) takes a smaller positive PC 1 value and a larger positive PC 2 value compared to the respective values for peak 4 (Fig 5N) . Thus, peak 12 indicates a greater perturbation from regularity in the N-terminus region than that of peak 4. This is in agreement with secondary structure assignments for the structure corresponding to these two peaks, with peak 4 being L 1 H 7 (one amino acid residue in loop and seven residues in -helix), and peak 12 being L 2 H 6 . On the other hand, peaks 12 and 30 (Figs 5K and 5O) share exactly the same secondary structure assignment of L 2 H 6, but differ in their loop regions. Peak 12 corresponds to a diverging turn, while peak 30 corresponds to a compact turn in the N-terminus region. Thus, peak 30 takes a larger positive PC 1 value than that of peak 12. Likewise, peaks 55 and 85 (Figs 5B, 5F) share exactly the same secondary structure assignment of L 3 H 5 but differ in their peak positions due to differences in their loop regions. Deviations in the C-terminus region of a helix result in a negative PC 2 value, as exemplified by peaks 19 and 14 ( Fig. 5O and Fig. 5K ). The secondary structure assignments for peaks 19 and 14 are H 6 L 2 and H 5 L 3 respectively.
It is well known that in addition to structural deviations in the N-and C-terminus regions, helices also show a deviation in the middle portion. These are conventionally known as kinked helices (Richardson, 1981) . We find that peak 75 (Fig 5E) corresponds to a kinked helix with a small shift in the PC 1 and PC 4 values compared to those for peak 1 (Fig 5I) . The PC 2 value does not deviate from that for peak 1, as the kinked helix is likely to be symmetric on both sides of the kink.
Examples of deviations in -strand structures are visible in peaks 79 (Fig. 5O ) and 44 (Fig. 5J) . Although both peaks correspond to a secondary structure assignment of B 4 L 4 , peak 79 is a diverging turn, while peak 44 has a relatively compact turn in the C-terminus. This results in a smaller negative PC 1 value for peak 79. Likewise, peak 38 shows a deviation in the N-terminus region and thus takes a negative PC 2 value. Other instances of the deviations in -strand structures are not as notable as those in the -helix. This may be potentially due to the broad nature of the peak for -strands (Fig. 5M) .
Location of Loops in PC-space
The peaks in some of the bivariate distribution such as Fig 5A-5H , 5K and 5L are not well separated. These peaks are separated better when the bi-variate distribution are conditioned on additional principal components such as PC 5 (data not shown). These bivariate distribution are mainly dominated by loops such as helix-loop-helix, -strand-loop-helix etc. Based on the weight matrix for the principal components, it is expected that compact loops (such as -hairpin, helix-hairpin) take a positive PC 1 value while extended loops (such as diverging beta-turns) take a zero or a negative value. Moreover, right-handed turns take a larger positive PC 1 value than their left-handed counterparts. This is due to the significant contribution of the volume of tetrahedra to PC 1 . The volumes take a positive value for right-handed turns. For example, peaks 85 (Fig 5F) , 56, (Fig 5H) , 37 (Fig 5D) , and 26 (Fig 5C) all correspond to compact loop structures. On the other hand, peaks 25 (Fig 5E) , 41 ( Fig 5J) and 97 ( Fig 5G) are examples of diverging turns. We find several peaks with identical secondary structure nomenclature with different peak locations. For example, peaks 86, 95 (Fig 5L) , and 37 ( Fig 5D) share a secondary structure assignment of B 2 L 5 B with variations in their loop structures. These and other peaks of loops correspond to the reported loop conformations (Espadaler, et al., 2004; Milner-White, 1986; Oliva, et al., 1997) .
Discussion
It has been previously reported that the protein local conformation space is highly restricted. Visualizing this conformational space has remained a challenge, however, mainly due to the need for pair-wise comparison and alignment of structures and due to lack of unilateral structure descriptors. Recent reports by Sims et al (Sims, et al., 2005) and Ikeda et al (Ikeda, et al., 2005) The distribution of the conformations in the geometric invariant-based PC-space provides a visual map of the allowed and disallowed conformations. Further, various other known canonical structures such as N-capping helices (Aurara, et al., 1994) and loops (Milner-White, 1986; Oliva, et al., 1997; Wintjens, et al., 1996) are well-separated in the space spanned by the first four PC's . Note that the weights of the geometric invariants for PC's were automatically determined by the PCA methodology to obtain maximum separation between the major canonical structures, without the benefit of such structural knowledge. This implies that we have been able to select a suite of geometric invariants that provides an adequate description of the C -geometry. Thus, the strategy presented here of computing geometric invariants and then reducing the dimensions via PCA can be directly used by structural biologists for various kinds of structure analysis.
The method presented here can be applied for visualizing the local conformational space by using a peptide of arbitrary length as a unit of local conformation. Thus, even though the observed distribution of structures in the PC-space is dependent on the peptide length and the selected geometric invariants, we envisage that the conclusion about local conformational space being restrictive will remain unchanged as long as a reasonable suite of geometric invariants is selected for a reasonable peptide length.
The method presented here has potential applications in protein structure prediction and validation. The current protein structure prediction algorithms search a vast protein conformational space using a computationally expensive energy minimization protocol (Sali and Blundell, 1990; Tramontano, 1998) . Visualizing the allowed and disallowed regions in the conformational space provides a useful method for eliminating the disallowed conformations with significant savings in computational time. Moreover, the peak size in the distribution is indicative of the likelihood of the structure occurring in a randomly selected natural protein. This can be useful in checking the integrity of both predicted and experimentally deduced structures.
Further, it would be of interest to see the distributions of local conformations for proteins made up of unnatural or D-amino acids. It is envisaged that these proteins would take up conformations typically forbidden for proteins made up of natural L-amino acids.
Supplementary material
Supplementary Table S1 . Eigenvectors representing the weights of the individual geometric invariants towards the first four principal components. respectively. The boundaries, v i and w j , are selected to obtain an approximately equal density in each of the partitions. The peak index is in the descending order of the number of peptides attributable to the peak based on a clustering process. For each peak, the consensus secondary structure is assigned based on the octapeptide members of the corresponding cluster (Berman, et al., 2000) , and is represented as H: helix, B: beta-strand and L: loop with the subscripts indicating the number of amino acids of the octapeptide with the given secondary structure.
